
Media  

Influence  

on  

Teenagers 

Media influence 

has a big impact 

on our  society. 

Everyday, more 

and more teens 

are getting preg-

nant, involved in 

violence, and 

some are even 

using drugs. 
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Today, teens worry 

about fitting in with the 

rest of the crowd like 

these young girls. They 

try to fit in by wearing 

makeup. 



A total of 2,003 teens (ages 12 to 17 

years) were asked how often they 

watched 23 popular TV shows that por-

trayed passionate kissing, sexual talk, 

and sexual intercourse. One to three 

years later they were interviewed again; 

744 teens reported being sexually active. 

Those who watched the most TV shows 

with sexual content were two to three 

times more likely to become pregnant or 

to impregnate someone than were teens 

who watched the least. The authors say 

that the findings of this longitudinal 

study demonstrate "a prospective link" 

between watching the shows and becom-

ing pregnant, with implications for pedia-

tricians (who should be aware of the 

link), media outlets (which should por-

tray the negative outcomes of sex), and 

parents (who should watch TV with their 

children and talk with them about sex). 

Teens in both Japan, considered a 

"low violence" culture, and the Unit-

ed States, a "high violence" culture, 

who chronically play violent video 

games behave more aggressively 

than classmates who don't play the-

se games, researchers say. Analyz-

ing data from studies of 1,231 Japa-

nese students (ages 12 to 18 years) 

and 364 U.S. students (ages nine to 

12 years), the authors found that 

children who played violent video 

games early in the school year ex-

hibited increases in physical aggres-

sion such as kicking, punching, and 

hitting three to six months later. The 

authors conclude that the two cul-

tures' similar behavior "strongly 

supports the theory that playing vio-

lent video games is a causal risk 

factor for relative increases in later 

physical aggressiveness," and rules 

out the notion that naturally aggres-

sive children prefer violent young 

girls are being deluged by media 

images of skinny models. 

Sex on TV and  

Teenage Pregnancy 

Video Games  

and Violence 

This game contains vio-

lence such as killing, 

drugs, and auto theft. 

Most people will think it 

is okay when it is not. 


